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modules to scale functionalities, thus adding an additional
degree of freedom. The means of coupling provide a robust way
to create a long-chained [7-9], swarm of modules. Such
properties primarily relate to a rigid, and robust docking
interface [12], [5]. These properties make robots more versatile
and cost economical over conventional rigid structured robots
and make the robot potentially capable of extreme applications.
Without this interaction, robots are left with mere sensorial
perception restraining their ability to act upon the surroundings.
In this paper, we discuss the challenges associated with
detection and tracking of the target for a properly aligned
docking. The extraction and use of visual data is an important
task while designing reconfigurable robots. To address these
challenges, we propose a sensing methodology based on the
works of Shi-Tomasi [13] and Lucas-Kanade [14]. The method
is implemented on a multi-directional mobile robot [11]
equipped with a genderless coupling mechanism [12] for an
autonomous reconfiguration as shown in Fig. 1.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the methodology for an improved
visual tracking, intended for the autonomous control of mobile
robots. We propose the cumulated use of the image processing
method and positioning sensors for an improved visual tracking.
The method primarily uses detection, tracking, and recognition
techniques to locate the targets. The use of such methods will
enable the robot to monitor the real-time continuous changes in
the orientation and the alignment with respect to the target
module. The proposed methodology is implemented on a
subsisting genderless coupling mechanism which is integrated
into a multi-directional hybrid locomotion module to test the
alignment accuracy in an autonomous docking procedure. The
long-term objective is to demonstrate the autonomous docking
and self-reconfiguration of multiple mobile robots.
Keyword: Autonomous Docking, Image processing, Selfreconfigurable robots, Visual tracking
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INTRODUCTION
Conventional rigid structured robots [1] are designed to
perform a specific task in a repeated manner. It is easier to
operate the robots under ideally controlled conditions [2], [3],
but when the conditions are unknown, several additional factors
come into the play. In such cases, the need arises for
metamorphic robots [4-6], [7-9], which can adapt to unknown
tasks and environments. The robots may combine to perform
obstacle climbing locomotion [7], [10] to a surveillance [6],
[11] based operation. Such robots can prove useful in
environments which are either too dangerous or inaccessible to
humans. These operational requirements have led to the study
of reconfigurable mobile robots [7], [9].
Self-reconfigurability [8] is one such feature which enables
mobile robots to align, dock and reconfigure with discrete

Figure 1. Hybrid Wheel-track mobile robot [11]
equipped with GHEFT [12], and visual landmarks for
tracking
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T
The targets are processed ussing Template Matching [15
5],
Opticcal Flow [13--14], [16-19],, and Color Detection [20]
technniques. The long-term go
oal of this research is to
demoonstrate the auttonomous dock
king and self-rreconfigurability
of muultiple robots to
o scale docking
g capabilities.
T
The next secction classifiees the use of sensors in
reconnfigurable robo
ots. Section 3 discusses
d
the deesign integratio
on
of thhe Visual Lan
ndmarks. Secttion 4 describ
bes the sensin
ng
methoodology used for the detection of a taarget. Section 5
discuusses the experimental valiidation of the algorithm as
a
integrrated on the robot. It alsso gives a brief
b
about th
he
performance comp
parison between the 1-poin
nt and 4-poiint
nd
trackeer. The last secction concludees the experimeental results an
discuusses the future work of our reesearch.

(a)

Figu
ure 2. Self-re
econfigurable
e robots, (a) CK-Bot [2],
(b) Transmote [[22], (c) Tanb
bot [6], (d) M
MTRAN [10]
As shown in Taable 1, most oof the modularr robots rely on
n
A
Photodiodes, to
the us e of proximityy sensors, succh as IR and P
mine the robotss available in their surrounddings, but theiir
determ
operatiion is limited tto the sensing range. The lacck of vision [7
78], [222-24] to recognnize the targett also pose a sshortcoming fo
or
the prooposed autonoomy. Moreoverr, the autonom
mous docking is
i
more difficult for mobile-type robots [4] ass compared to
modullar robots [2], [[6], [10], [25].
Thhere arises a neeed to use the vvisual trackingg to determine a
long-raange position and orientation navigationall accuracy. The
use off image processsing techniquess allows us to ddetect and track
k
the tarrget with certaainty in the givven frame of reeference. These
applicaations can be ffound in mobille [6], underwaater [27-28] and
d
aerial robots [29]. T
The combined use of visual feedback along
g
with tthe positional sensors servves a better aadvantage oveer
convenntional positionnal sensors.
Thhere are severral image proccessing methods available to
o
detect and track the targets effectiively but eachh method varies
based on their opeerational speed and accuraacy. The basic
requireements for a reeal-time detectiion are:

R
RELATED WORK
W
T
This section co
overs several highly
h
capable, state-of-the-aart
moduular self-recon
nfigurable rob
bots capable of autonomou
us
dockiing. This section covers the background and
a provides th
he
motivvation behind the
t proposed methodology.
m
Background
2.1 B
T
The robots wh
hose morpholo
ogical propertiies can provid
de
differrent configurations are of keeen interest for research.
r
O
Over the past decade, a con
nsiderable num
mber of studies
have demonstrated the autonomous control of modular
m
as weell
hown in Fig. 2).
2 S. Murata’ss M-TRAN [10
0],
as moobile robots (sh
[21], uses a blinkiing pattern off LED for deetection using a
pinhoole camera to
o form a long chain of swarm
s
bots. A.
A
Castaano’s CONRO [8], M. Yim’’s PolyBot G2
2 [9], G. Qiao
o’s
Transsmote [22], etcc. use IR senso
or for a close range proximity
of tarrgets. Ji-an Xu’s Tanbot [6] uses
u
a gyro forr orientation an
nd
digitaal camera to implement
i
thee autonomous docking. These
robotts have made ex
xtensive use off positioning an
nd tilt sensors to
minim
mize the positiional and angu
ular misalignm
ment errors. Eacch
moduule of modular robots has mu
ultiple degrees of freedom th
hat
can align with otherr robots with th
he use of senso
ors [10], [21-24
4].
m
and accordingly, interact with th
he
Thesee robots can maneuver
enviroonment.

1.
2.
3.

or
Table 1. Classification of Sensors Used in Robots fo
s Control
Autonomous
Robot
Senssor
Coupling
Smart cam
mera, IR
Camera, IR
R, Gyro
IR, cam
mera
IR
R
IR, Hall effect
IR, Mag
gnetic
IR, Anglle/Tilt
IR, GPS, Ultrasonic
U
IR, Hall effect
IR
R
Cameraa, IR

(dd)

(c)

2

C
CKBot[2][3]
Tanbot[6]
M--TRAN[10][21]
S
SAMBOT[26]
M
MBLOCKS[23]
T
Telecubes[24]
T
Transmote[22]
JL II[7]
P
Polybot G2[9]
CONRO[8]
Sw
warm-bots[25]

(b)

The method shhould operate iin real-time coonditions,
It should be faast, and
It should be roobust to determ
mine the targets with certainty
y
even in case oof a backgroundd noise.

Thhe methods ssuch as Coloor Detection [[20], Template
Matchhing [15], Harrris Corner deteector [30], Optical Flow [1314], [116-19], SIFT [31], etc. are among the seeveral method
ds
which can be used ffor object recoognition; howevver, only a few
w
mplemented fo
for faster trackking of objectss.
of thoose could be im
mage processing
g
Furtheermore, due to the small sizee of robots, im
is diffficult to implem
ment using onnboard controll. Therefore, in
n
many cases, these m
methods are pperformed usiing a host PC
C,
ol
which provides thee feedback ffor the autonomous contro
througgh a microcontrroller.

Magnetic
M
linkage
Pin
n and hole-latch
Hooks
Hooks
Magnetic
M
linkage
Magnetic
M
linkage
Lock
L
and key
Hooks-gripper
H
Pin
n and hole-latch
Pin
n and hole-latch
Hooks-gripper
H

Motivation
2.2 M
A method suchh as Color Deetection has bbeen practically
y
V.
demonnstrated in [27]], [28] for the aautonomous doocking of AUV
Since the detection, in this case, is only depenndent on Colo
or
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G enderless, Higgh strength, E
Efficient, Fail--safe, and high
h
g
misaliggnment Toleraant (GHEFT) [12] is one of thhe few docking
mechaanisms, which is flexible, caan tolerate highh misalignmen
nt
and givves a genderleess advantage oover gendered coupling [6-7]],
[9]. Thhe dual profille of the H-shhaped clamps allows for the
dockinng to be perfoormed from eeither inside oor from outside
makingg the mechaniism genderlesss and fail-safe when either of
o
the meechanisms failss to actuate.

Detecction [20] usin
ng RGB, it is difficult to im
mplement if th
he
same colored objectts (i.e. a differeent object with
h the same colo
or)
hat frame of reeference [27].
are prresent within th
1.

2.

T
The use of Tem
mplate Matchin
ng in [28], is an
a effective waay
too overcome su
uch obstruction
ns, however, su
uch methods are
a
ddifficult to imp
plement in real--time due to th
heir performancce
liimitations (refe
fer to Table 4).
IIn [29], Kruk
kowski and Perkins
P
preseented how tw
wo
m
methods, Temp
plate Matching, and Opticaal Flow, can be
b
ccombined togeether to detect the UAV even in case of a
nnoisy backgrou
und.

GY
M ETHODOLOG
n
Inn presenting thhe output of ann imaging senssor to a human
observver, it is esssential to coonsider how the image is
transfoormed into infoormation by the viewer.

4

T
The use of such combination
n for object dettection provideed
us wiith the motivattion to use the Color Detection [20] metho
od,
whichh, combined with
w
Templatee matching [1
15] and Opticcal
Flow [14], can tracck the target effectively
e
irreespective of an
ny
objecct and color obsstruction.
T
The objective of
o the proposed
d methodology
y is to bring tw
wo
distannt robots closeer to each otheer using path planning
p
metho
od
and aafter they comee in close proxiimity, the auton
nomous dockin
ng
proceedure is initiateed. The detecttion process makes
m
use of th
he
Tempplate Matching
g [15], Opticall flow method [14] and Colo
or
segm
mentation [20] technique alo
ong with conttinuous rotatio
on
w positional feedback
f
to adj
djust the positio
on
high-speed servo with
he
of thee robot relativee to the target. So far, in thiss paper, only th
algoriithm and sensing method will be discussed. Since th
he
methood is based on
o LED patterrn detection, several
s
different
patterrns can be assigned to differeent robots for multiple
m
dockin
ng
proceedures.

General Apprroach
4.1 G
V
Visual Image data itself repreesents the spattial distribution
n
of phyysical quantities such as lumiinance and spaatial frequencies
of an oobject. The peerceived inform
mation may be represented by
y
attribuutes such as briightness, color, and edges. Suuch features are
extrem
mely importantt for the detecttion of an image as shown in
n
[30-311]. However, a real-time deetection and ttracking of the
g
target itself is a challlenging task aas the small deelay in tracking
could llead to increasse in alignmentt error.
ethod
4.1.1 Template Matching me
o
Teemplate matchhing is used to detect a particcular section of
the im
mage within a larger imagee. The presencce of a known
n
object in a scene cann be detected by searching ffor the location
n
of thee match betweeen the objecct template, u ( m, n) and the
scene, I ( m, n ) . Teemplate matchhing can be conducted by
y
searchhing the displaacement of thhe object tem
mplate, u ( m, n) .
Thereffore, it makes the use of a ttemplate for thhe detection of
o
that reegion of inteerest (templatee) in a particcular frame of
o
referennce, such thaat the best m
match practicee is given by
y
compaaring the templlate matrix withh the image maatrix,

3

D
DESIGN INTE
EGRATION
T
The related vissual target, Fiig. 3, for track
king the mobiile
robotts is presented in this section
n to check thee validity of th
he
propoosed methodollogy. The Hyb
brid Tracked-W
Wheeled MulttiDirecctional Mobile Robot [11] iss used as a prim
mary source for
f
analyyzing the positional and angullar alignment data.
d
V
Visual data from sensors prov
vide a reliable and robust waay
to reecognize and track visual landmarks. Coupling
C
is an
a
imporrtant characterristic of a robo
ot, which makees it possible for
f
two oor more robotss to interact an
nd reconfigure with each oth
her
[1], [44-6], [12].

R ( p, q ) 





  [I(m, n) - u(m - p, n - q)]2

where,, R ( p , q ) is thhe resulting maatrix of the com
mparison. Also
o,
the areea correlation bbetween the im
mage and the ttemplate can be
maxim
mized by minim
mizing the meaan square error of (1) as,
r (m, n)  I (m, n)* u(-m, -n)

Targetts

GH
HEFT

(1)

m =0 n =0

(2
2)

which implies thatt the area ccorrelation is equal to the
convollution of the iimage, I (m, n) , and the imppulse responsee,
u (m, n) .
Thhe method is eeffective when a small portioon of the imagee,
called the template, iis an exact cut from a larger image in which
h
the tem
mplate has to bbe found; however, the methhod fails in case
of noisse interferencee. Also, the method is robust to find a match
h
in the image, but it ffails to producee the desired reesults when the
matchiing involves thhe changes in scale and rotaation among the
templaate and the possition in the imaage.

Du
ual H-shaped
clamps

Fig
gure 3. Visual Landmarks
s for tracking
g attached to
o
H
mobile robot
the side frrame of the Hybrid
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4.1.2
2 Optical Flow
F
method
O
Optical Flow method
m
is used
d to measure th
he displacement
of a ppixel within consecutive fraames. The calcculation of these
motioons helps in determining
d
thee velocity of the
t target in th
he
givenn series of fram
mes
I( x, y, t )  I ( x  x, y  y, t  t )

Thereffore, an initiall template, shoown in Fig. 4((a), of the side
frame of the target iss provided to begin the searchh process.
Thhe goal is to leeverage the innformation aboout the target in
n
the fraame using tempplate matching and after findiing the location
n
Kanade Pyram
of the target, Lucas-K
mid Optical Floow [14] method
d
is inittialized to traack the motioon of the tarrget. Since the
templaate, u (m, n) , iis searched inn the whole im
mage, I (m, n) ,
individdually it is a very slow proceess, as shown iin Table 4. The
same iis the case withh the optical fllow as it is goood to track only
y
the mootion of good features but nnot the portionn of the imagee.
Howevver, performannce validation oof each methodd was also done
duringg the process ass shown in Tabble 4.
Too overcome thhis, detection oof the docking module will be
limitedd to a set of ccertain motion parameters using the search
h
area thhat can be reduuced for templaate matching aand optical flow
w
methodd. Once the taarget is found in the frame,, the points are
stored in the result matrix using Eq. (1). Thenn, the matched
d
templaate is defined bby finding the gglobal minimuum values in the
matcheed matrix show
wn in Fig. 4(bb). The cornerr coordinates of
o
the maatched templatte, Point(xmatcheed , ymatched ) , arre passed to the
vector , curr_point, uusing the push-back operatioon. To track the
motionn of the matchhed template iin the successiive frames, the
new poosition of eachh coordinate is passed on to ggive the updated
d
velocitty feedback. S
Since there cann be same or diifferent colored
LEDs in a particularr frame [27], tthe processing method has to
o
be robbust to eliminaate such interfference factorss. The matched
templaate is passed oon for the LE
ED detection aas a Region Of
O
Interesst ( ROI ). Thhis limited sizzed search winndow helps to
o
reducee the search arrea and to speeed up the proccess. A separate
but saame centered (shown in Fig. 4(c)) exteernal region of
o
interesst ( ROI ext ) is also defined to search for thhe LED pattern
n
such thhat the area off ROI ext is moore than the maatched template
ROI .
area, R

(3)

wheree x , y , and
d t , representss the shift in th
he position of th
he
imagee with Intensity
y I ( x, y, t ) by,, x , y , and
d t .
T
The classical algorithms offten used are tracking goo
od
featurres by Shi-To
omasi [13], traacking the flo
ow of pixels by
b
Lucass-Kanade [14]], using global smoothnesss constraint by
b
Hornee-Schunck [19
9], based on the motion of ed
dges by Buxton
nBuxtoon [17], using phase informaation by D. J. Fleet
F
[18] and so
s
on. T
The basic princciple behind optical
o
flow method
m
is to firrst
detect some Shi-To
omasi [13] co
orner points in
n the frame an
nd
then uuse the Lucas--Kanade metho
od [14] to determine the flo
ow
of those points. Th
his flow can be
b represented
d using Eq. (4
4),
whichh, (assuming a small shift), is the Taylor-sseries expansio
on
of Eqq. (3),

I x u  I y v  It  0

(4
4)

wheree, I x , I y , are the
t image graadients, It is thee time gradien
nt,
u  x , and v  y , are the imagee flow (velociity) vectors, an
nd
can be calculated ussing,
2
u    i I xi

v 
   i I yi I xi

 i I x I y 
 i I 2y 
i

i

i

1

 i I xi I ti 


  i I yi Iti 

(5)

wheree the inverse matrix
m
is based
d on the Harriss-corner detecto
or
[11] and determinees the points which
w
will bee tracked in th
he
conseecutive frames..
T
The validation of Lucas--Kanade [14]] approach is
depenndent on the fo
ollowing key asssumptions:
1.
2.
3.

(a)

No change in
n the pixel inten
nsity of in-betw
ween frames,
There is a sm
mall motion bettween subsequeent frames, and
d
The motion of a point is similar to thee motion of th
he
neighboring pixels.
p

T
To track the robot, it is important to
o satisfy these
assum
mptions in ord
der to use thee optical flow
w approach. Th
he
overaall methodology
y is divided intto two phases:
1.
2.

(b)

(c)

Detection and
d Tracking of the
t target,
Detection off the LED patteern for Orientaation, Alignment
and Height estimation relative to the targeet.

(d)

ROI

4.2 P
PHASE 1: De
etection and Tracking of the Target
T
The first phase, i.e., Detection and Tracking
g of the robot is
the m
most importantt step for a successful
s
doccking, as it wiill
extracct the location
n of the dockin
ng module in the
t given fram
me.

Externaal ROI

F igure 4. Dete
ection and Trracking: (a) T
Template, (b)
malized image
e, (c) Extractted ROI, (d) O
Output Image
e
Norm
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TABLE 2.
2 Module detection Algo
orithm
Mo
odule Detection
n and Tracking
g

(b)

(a)

Inputt: Template, targ
get to be found
Outpu
ut: Detection an
nd Tracking of taarget
1. Asssign template, u(m, n) , for detection
2. Inittialization, video
o capture on
3. Con
nvert frame colo
or, RGB to GRA
AY
4. Inittiate, matching method=CV_TM
m
M_SQDIFF
Extract corn
ner coordinate off the matched tem
mplate,
Store in currr_point
5. whiile (1)
6. If, pprev_frame is em
mpty
copy curr_fr
frame to prev_fraame
else continu
ue
Initialize LK
KOpticalFlow (p
prev_point, curr_
_point)
swap, curr_p
point and prev_p
point
swap, curr_frame and prev_
_frame
@6)
endd (case structure@

Figure 5. Th
hresholding o
of RGB imag
ge, (a) Input
image, (b) Extrracted ROI
that thhe combinationn of HSV givees different coolors. The colo
or
converrsion process ffrom RGB to H
HSV is given byy,

(G  B )


min(
V
R, G , B )


( B  R)
H'
2
 V  min( R, G , B )

(R  G)
4

 V  min( R, G , B )

T
The motive beh
hind adding another feature iss to eliminate all
a
other external lightts or noises which
w
are not relevant to th
he
dockiing process and
d furthermore, to compensate for the scalin
ng
of thee image. Anoth
her advantage of this featuree is to check th
he
availaability of the docking
d
module, if availablee for docking or
not. IIf the LED paattern gets detected within this
t
search areea,
ROI eext , then the module
m
is availaable; otherwisee it needs to fin
nd
anothher available module
m
in thaat frame. Theerefore, the tw
wo
methoods, Tracking
g and LED pattern
p
detectiion, work in a
synchhronized mann
ner such that th
he validity of one justifies th
he
validiity of other.
IIn this paper, only
o
the trackin
ng and sensing of the target for
f
autonnomous dockin
ng has been deemonstrated, bu
ut the method is
also vvalid for multiple docking modules
m
as eacch robot can be
b
assignned with a diffferent LED patttern.

if V  G
if V  B

(7
7)



H  60  H '
V  min( R, G , B )

S 
V
0
V  maxx( R, G , B )

if V  0
if V  0

N ow, the RGB frame is convverted into thee binary imagee,
T(m,n)), using the coolor thresholdiing technique. The produced
d
binaryy image consissts of a black ppixel of 0 valuue and a white
pixel oof 255 value, such that thee light source gets separated
from tthe surroundings. As for the blue, red andd green color of
o
the LE
ED, any colorr that falls beyyond these vallue ranges getts
converrted into a blacck pixel for a ggiven frame. Itt is important to
o
note thhat these valuue ranges tend to differ withh the change in
n
light inntensity in the background.
A
After the threshold image for the color of innterest has been
n
acquireed from the R
RGB frame, thee gray image iis filtered using
g
relevannt operators ssuch as morpphological filteering [33] and
Mediaan [32]. It is ppossible that thhe gray imagee obtained afteer
color tthresholding coontains noise iin the form of white pixels. It
I
is impoortant to filter out these randdom, un-necessary pixels so as
a
to avooid any interrference with the detectionn performancee.
Thereffore, Morphollogical filters [32-33] (Figg. 6) such as
a
Erosioon and Dilationn [32-33] are uused to removee any noise and
lines oor pixels whiile preserving spatial resoluution. Erosion
n,
 B ( X ) , is a shrinkinng operation, w
whereas dilation,  B ( X ) , is an
n
expanssion operation. In order to rremove noise bby filling smalll
holes and narrow bbays in the fraame of referennce, dilation is
i
used. IIn this processs, both techniqques are used ttwice such thaat
erosionn is accompaniied by dilationn.

4.3 P
PHASE 2: De
etection of LED pattern
T
The second phaase, LED patteern detection, involves
i
the use
of the Color Detecction [20] tech
hnique for thee detection of a
particcular LED collor using HSV
V range (Hue, Saturation, an
nd
Valuee). In this meth
hod, after the target
t
has been
n detected usin
ng
Tempplate Matching
g, the RGB frrame of the RO
OI ext is acquireed
(Fig. 5(b)).
T
The required color
c
(to be detected)
d
layerr matrix is theen
extraccted from the RGB frame. Before conveerting the RG
GB
framee to gray imag
ge, the Median
n filter [32] iss applied to th
he
ROI eext , to add a sen
nse of blur, theereby removing
g noise from th
he
RGB frame.
v (m, n)  median{y (m - k , n - l ), ( k , l )  W}

if V  R

(6)

wheree y (m, n) is thee input image, v ( m, n ) is the output
o
image an
nd
W is the window size. As seen in Fig. (5), the
t use of HS
SV
methood makes it easier to filter co
olors based on the interest. Th
he
Hue oof a color referrs to the rednesss, greenness an
nd so on, such

5
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(a)

(b)

TABLE 3. A
Alignment Es
stimation Alg
gorithm
Robot A lignment and H
Height Estimattion
Inpu
ut: Detection aand Tracking of target
Outp
put: Angular aand Height estiimation of the ttarget

(c)

7. Geet ROI from thhe result matrixx, R (Eq. 1)
8. Appply Median*
Initialize thrresholding, coppy ROI ext to thhreshold imagee
9. If,
f, tracked_objecct==true
Find object contour in threeshold image, X
Extract centtroid and area oof contour**
erode X andd dilate X
else continu
ue
10. E
Estimate Alignm
ment angle, ߠ
11. E
Estimate the oriientation anglee, rel   target  source

Figu
ure 6. Applying Erosion and
a Dilation on threshold
d
( for red, (b
b) blue, (c) ye
ellow
image: (a)
F
For each techniique, a structurring element, B , of rectangullar
5 by 5 pixel was ussed for erosion
n and rectangu
ular 7 by 7 pix
xel
was uused for dilation.
Erosio
on:  B (T)  T  B  {x : B x  T}
Dilatio
on:  B (T)  T  B  {x : B x  T   }

(8)

12. E
Estimating the hheight, h  httarget  hcamera
eend (while loopp@5)
**Refer to Eq. 66, **Refer to Eq. 9

A
After the thresshold image has
h been filterred from noisse,
contoour finding meethod is implem
mented to defiine the shape of
the w
white pixelated
d objects. Green’s theorem [32] is used to
calculate the mom
ment for each contour, usin
ng the weighteed
averaage of the pixell intensity using
g
M ij 

N

Thhe calculated centroids reprresent the posiition of the led
d
markerrs with respecct to the imagee plane in term
ms of pixels ass,
(ur , vr )), (ub , vb ) and, ( u y , v y ) for reed, blue, and
d yellow LED
D
respecctively. These correspondingg pixel co-orddinates can be
relatedd to the cameera’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters as
a
shownn in Eq. 10. B
Based on the intrinsic paraameters of the
cameraa, given by, a = (cu , cv , f ,  ) , the projection of the 3-D
D
point ((X, Y, Z) in thee 2-D point (x, y) co-ordinatee system can be
equateed as,

N

  mi n j T(m, n)

(9)

m 1 n 1

wheree i , and j are the orders off moments an
nd T ( m, n) is th
he
input threshold imag
ge.
T
The calculation
n of the mom
ment gives th
he area and th
he
centrooid of each target. After these parameeters have beeen
calculated, the deteected contourss are filtered by defining th
he
minim
mum area as 10 by 10 pixelss. This minimu
um area sets th
he
limit for the area off the contour such
s
that below
w this value an
ny
pixelaated object iss considered as
a noise. As the targets are
a
succeessfully detecteed, markers, as shown in Fig
g. 7 are used to
highliight the targetss in the frame of
o reference.

x  X / Z  (u  cu ) / f 
y  Y / Z  (v  cv ) / f

(10)

wh
where m = (u, vv), gives the coo-ordinate of tthe image poin
nt
expresssed in the ppixel units, cu and cv reprresents the co
oordinaates of the prinncipal point, f is the focal llength and  is
the rattio of the pixel dimensions. T
The representattion of the pixeel
co-orddinates serves as the landmaark for the possitioning of the
robot rrelative to thee target. The ddepth estimatioon is also done
using these parameteers. The estim
mated depth is further utilized
d
to impprove the reliabbility of the maarker, by comparing the actuaal
length between thee corner LED
Ds with the corresponding
g
projectted pixel leength. This comparison results in a
multipplication factorr, which, multiiplied with thee height and the
width of the tracker generates an aadaptive markeer based on the
estimaated depth.

5

Tracking
T
markers
m

EX
XPERIMENTA
AL VALIDAT
TION

Thhe Image proccessing is perfoormed using M
Microsoft Visuaal
Studioo, C++, OpenC
CV libraries. A set of three diistinctive LEDs
is usedd as landmarkk and is attachhed on the sidde-frame of the
mobilee robot for expperimentation [11].

Figure 7. Outpu
ut image show
wing trackin
ng using LED
D
pattern
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(c)

wh
where TM + O
OF and TM + OF + CD
D represent the
Templlate Matching combined withh Optical Flow
w and Template
Matchhing combinedd with Opticall Flow and C
Color Detection
n
methodd, respectivelyy.
Thhe Template M
Matching methhod has been modified for a
real-tim
me tracking uusing the convventional Tempplate Matching
g
methodd. As shown in Table 4, thhe combined m
methodology of
o
TM annd OF (fps = 29.74) is com
mparable to thee individual OF
F
(fps = 29.94) trackking. There is a 24.7% ddecrease in the
perform
mance if OF is compared with TM, witth OF and CD
D
combinned. Howeverr, the frame raate is 22.38, w
which is 37.9%
%
better than the indivvidual CD metthod and more than twice the
frame rate of the TM
M method (moddified for real-ttime detection)).
Hencee, the combinned methodoloogy of Template Matching
g,
Opticaal Flow, and Coolor Detection is used for this research.

(b)

(a)

(d)

5.1.2 Effect of p
point selectio
on on the tra
acker
Thhe changing sshape is an im
mportant aspecct of detection
n
when tthe robot is m
moving towardss or away from
m the target, as
a
the chaanges in the position of the camera could lead to error in
n
trackinng due to lack of scalability, as shown in F
Fig. 9(e). In thiis
test, thhe proposed m
methodology is tested for spaarse LK Opticaal
Flow uusing Pcenter  (x c 0 , y c 0 ) annd Pcorner  {Pc1 , Pc 2 , Pc 3 , Pc 4 } ,
i.e. forr the point at the center andd points at thee corners of the
matcheed template ass shown in Eq. (11). The pperformance of
o
both extraction methods is observed and recorded
d
simultaaneously. The expected ideaal behavior of tracker and the
actual behavior are shown in Fig. 11. The benefits of a corneer
point ttracking over a central point ttracking are:

Figure 8. Detecttion of blue color:
c
(a) Inp
put, (b) Colorr
d
detection witthout ROI, (c
c) with ROI, (d)
( Output
5.1 E
Experimentall results
S
Sec. 5.1.1 compares the performancee of proposeed
methoodology with
h existing traacking methods. Sec. 5.1.2
explaains the effect of
o Optical Flow
w point selectiion on the shap
pe
of thee tracker. The improvement comparison
c
in the detection of
the ttarget using the methodology and the existing colo
or
detection method is shown in Fig. 8.
5.1.1 Speed co
omparison te
est
T
The major conccern for a real--time tracking algorithm is th
he
trackiing rate and its reliability against
a
the noiisy backgroun
nd.
The test against the noisy baackground hass already beeen
discuussed in the previous
p
sectio
on, speed com
mparison test is
performed to determ
mine the real-time performaance of different
proceessing methodss for a 640 x 480
4 image fram
me. As shown in
Tablee 4, the Target detection ratte using differrent search areea,
e.g. E
Entire Image (EI), and Motio
on Limited (M
ML), is observeed
and thhe corresponding frames perr sec (fps) are calculated. Th
he
fps iss measured by
y initializing a counter for every
e
frame an
nd
recordded for a limitted number of seconds. A sett of three values
was rrecorded for eaach method an
nd was averaged to obtain th
he
approoximate fps.

1.
2.

Thhe independennt (corner) poiint tracking alllows for multiisccale tracking as compared to a fixed sccale in centraal
traacking (refer too Fig. 9).
Thhe tracking allows for the chhange in the orrientation of the
traacker in the sam
me way as thatt of the object as shown in

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

TA
ABLE 4. Perfformance Co
omparison off Real-Time
Tracking Alg
gorithms
No. of
o fps for 60 sec tracking
Search
1
2
3
Avg.
Area
TM**
EI
9.06
9
9.11
9.04
9.07
EI
29
9.98
29.92 29.93 29.94
4
OF
CD
EI
16
6.56
16.31 16.23 16.36
6
ML
29
9.83
29.68 29.73 29.74
4
TM + OF*
TM
M + OF + CD*
ML
22
2.54
22.26 22.34 22.38
8
*Methhodology used in
n the paper, **M
Modified for Reall-Time detection
Method

F
Figure 9. Com
mparing the a
actual 1-poin
nt (blue), and
d
4
4-point (red) tracker: (a) F
Front, (b) Tiltt, (c) Tilt and
d
n, (d) Rotation
n, (e) Scaling
g, (f) Tilt
Rotation
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(a)

(b)

v4

Pc1

v1

Pc4
Rotation aabout
centerr

P'c1
P 'c 1

Rottation about the center

F
Figure 10. The
e inconsistent shape of the
t 4-point
pared to a 1-p
point trackerr: (a) Initial
trracker comp
shape, (b) shape aftter a full rota
ation

4-point Ideal

F
Fig. 9(d). The positional coo
ordinates for bo
oth methods are
a
ggiven by,

1-point Ideal

(11)

Pc4 =
=(xc4 ,yc4 )=(xm ,ym +(n(rows))) temp )

P''c33

v3
v2

Pc3
P
P'c2 , P''c2
n(cols))

6

C
CONCLUSION
N AND FUTU
URE WORK
Thhe present worrk incorporatess the use of im
mage processing
g
methodd which aids inn the detectionn and alignmennt of two robotts
paralleel to each otheer. The target ttracking algoritthm is used fo
or
the deetection of thee given template followed by the sparse
opticall flow algorithhm. The algorithm reduces tthe search area
by exttracting the R
ROI to speed--up the processs and thereby
y
reducinng the processsing time. T
The use of RO
OI specifically
y
increasses the quaality of traccking by elliminating the
overwhhelming majorrity of bad feaatures. Such diiscrimination is
i
importtant when the motion of thhe robot is auttonomous. The
small displacements of the robot satisfy the connditions for the
LK allgorithm. The results obtainned were encoouraging to be
implem
mented on a reconfigurable roobot capable oof docking.
An area of futuure work invoolves combininng the tracking
g
algoritthm with the vision contrrol system forr experimentaal
validattion of the coontrol algorithhm. It involves the use of a
reconffigurable locoomotion and manipulatorr modules to
o
demonnstrate the autoonomous dockking and versattility of mobile
robots . The end goaal is to make use of additioonal sensors to
determ
mine the self-rreconfigurationn and shape transformation
n
based on the size of tthe obstacle ussed for scalabillity.

w
where xm and ym are the co
oordinates off the matcheed
templlate point, (xmatched , ymatchhed ) , and n(cols) , n(rowss)
repressents the no. of columns and rows of the asssigned templaate
(referr to Sec. 4.2) respectively. Fig.
F 9 represen
nts two trackin
ng
methoods (as show
wn in blue an
nd red). The blue tracker is
initiallized using onee central pointt, Pcenter , such that the rotatio
on
of thhe object abou
ut this point yields
y
no chan
nge in shape or
orienttation of the traacker.
H
However, depeending on the shape of the object,
o
the shap
pe
of thee tracker may vary, as show
wn in the Fig.. 9 and Fig. 10.
Thereefore, for the 4-point track
ker, from Fig.. 10, it can be
b
conclluded that,

Actual:viv j n,  i, j  {1, 2,3, 4},
4 n

n(rows)

maintaain consistencyy with the shaape, as shown in Fig. 10, bu
ut
furtherr changes couldd be made to pprevent the driffting of points.
Siince the objecttive of this research is to tracck the object in
n
real-tim
me, 1-point OF
F method is useed as a tracker and position
estimaation is done uusing LED targgets, as the abbove-mentioned
trackinng method is m
much more reliaable for this research.

)
Pc3 =(
= xc3 ,yc3 )=(xm +(n(cols)) temp ,ym +(n(rows)) temp
t

Ideal:viv j 0,  i, j  {1, 2,3, 4}}

P'c33

Figu
ure 11. Actua
al behavior v
vs. Ideal beh
havior for 1po
oint and 4-point tracker

1
1
Pcennter =(xc 0 ,yc 0 )=((xm + (n(cols))) temp ,ym + (n(rows)) temp )
2
2
=(xc1 ,yc1 )=(xm ,ym )
Pc1 =
Pc2 =
=(xc2 ,yc2 )=(xm +(n(cols)) temp ,ym )

Pc0 , P'c00 ,P''c0

Pc22
4-point Actual

IMAGE
FRAME

P''c4

P'c4

(12)

A
Although both the methods are
a well appliccable to a smaall
rangee of (pixelated)) motion as sh
hown in Fig. 9,, the four poin
nts
opticaal flow is inconsistent
i
due
d
to indep
pendent motio
on
param
meters for eacch point as compared to the single poiint
motioon. As the fo
our points beh
have differentlly in the giveen
framee, each point has
h a differentt flow vector as
a shown in Fig
11. M
Moreover, the in
nter-dependencce of ROI ext , as mentioned in
Sec 44.2, on the traacker also increases the rate of error in th
his
case. However, the current version
n of the 4-poin
nt tracker is on
nly
stablee for an image with edges and
d corners; otheerwise, it fails to
t
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